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1. SIDS: quem são?
2. SIDS e Ambiente
3. Processo NU vs SIDS
4. GB e SIDS
National Initiatives

- Operational Strategic plans 2015-2025 “Terra Ranka”
- Poverty reduction strategy II
- Sectoral Politics (Agriculture, Fishery, forestry and Tourism)
- Masterplan for water and sanitation
- National Actions Plan for sanitary (Health, Renewable Energy, energy efficiency and S4all)
- Regional Development Plan (Gabu, Bafatá e Bolama)
- Legislation (environment, Environmental Impact Assessment, Protected Areas)
Sucesses

• Creation of the National service for Civil Protection
• Elevation of the Secretary of Environment States to Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development
• Strengthening of the Systematic Observation system
• Strengthening and extensión of the National System of Protected Areas [53% land, 47% coastal and marine, 26% of the national territory→ Meta 15 Objectives of Aichi]
• Several Projects to implement the strategies.
• National Profile of Vulnerability and Resilience (UNDESA, UNDP)
• Adhesion to IRENA and to the platform SIDSDOCK
• Funding member of SIDSAM (City Praia, Cabo-Verde, Decembre 2016)
POE 2025

GUINEE-BISSAU 2025
Terra Ranka

- SECTEURS CATALYTIQUES
  - Services numériques
  - Énergie

- MOTEURS DE CROISSANCE
  - Mines
  - Tourisme
  - Pêche
  - Agriculture et Agro-industrie

- SECTEURS DOMESTIQUES
  - Habitat & Construction
  - Commerce & distribution

Environnement des affaires

Développement Humain

Infrastructures et Développement urbain

Biodiversité et Capital naturel

Paix & Gouvernance
Exploration/Sustainable resources sharing/ Elevation
Coastal Erosion (Varela)
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